
The emergent
  

 Trees found in tropical forests whose crown rises well 
 above the canopy with their straight, whitish trunks
are splotched with lichens and fungi
  A characteristic of these giant trees is their
 buttresses, the basal enlargements of their trunks,buttresses, the basal enlargements of their trunks,
  which help stabilize the top-heavy trees during
  infrequent heavy winds. This towering height
  enables the tree to gain access to winds and aid

dispersal of its seeds

The canopy

 This sun-loving giants of the uppermost reaches soarThis sun-loving giants of the uppermost reaches soar
 as high as  metres  feet above the ground, with
 their narrow downward-pointing drip-tip leaves,
which easily shed water, and their cauliflory the pro-
 duction of inconspicuous flowers directly from the
 trunks rather than from the branches. Among the
  prominent members of the canopy
  species, which capture most of the sunlight andspecies, which capture most of the sunlight and
    ,conduct  most of the photosynthesis are rubber trees

The shade-tolerant trees

Below the canopy are two or three levels of shade
 tolerant trees, including certain species of palms oftolerant trees, including certain species of palms of
the genera Mauritia, Orbignya, and Euterpe. They sup-
 port a myriad of epiphytes plants living on other
 plants such as orchids, bromeliads, and cacti  as well
as ferns and mosses. The entire system is laced togeth-
er by a bewildering network of lianas. These tree spe-
cies are able to thrive in the shade, and in the pres-
ence of natural competition by other plants

   

The forest floor

 The rainforest flo or is not crowded. Very little sunThe rainforest flo or is not crowded. Very little sun
 reaches the ground and has a very steady, warm and
 humid micro-atmosphere. Plants that grow into its
 layer dont need a lot of sun, and fallen leaves, dead
 plant and animals decay very quickly and are the
source of nutrients for the soil. Termites, giant earth-
 worms, millipedes and beetles, called decomposers,
 eat rotting plants and animals and they recycle theeat rotting plants and animals and they recycle the
forest waste for plants to use

   

Lianas

 Lianas are long-stemmed, woody vines that are rooted in theLianas are long-stemmed, woody vines that are rooted in the
soil and climb or twine around other plants. They are a conspicu-
 ous component of tropical forest ecosystem because flattened
or twisted lianas often become tangled together to form a hang-
 ing network of vegetation. With this intertwined network,
lianas structural parasites exploit the trunks and limbs of tropi-
 cal trees for support in order to place their own leaves into
well-lit portions of the forest canopy

   

Epiphytes

  Plants that grow upon or are in some manner
attached to another plant or object merely for physical sup-attached to another plant or object merely for physical sup-
port, often known as air plants because they have no attach-
ment to the ground or other obvious nutrient source. Epi-
 phytes obtain water and minerals from rain and also from
debris that collects on the supporting plants
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How to experience the entirety that stretches for thousands of kilometres into the
 distance Can one such large area be viewed through just one project and can that
 project present the Amazon in its full glory While informing ourselves about the
 rainforest, we discovered that its true beauty lies in its vertical layers. Thats why we
 chose the type of an emergent tree that grows through all of the rainforests layers
 and emerges high above the canopy. We shaped our observatory to represent the
characteristics of rainforests plants such as the buttress root of the emergent, flow-
 ers growing directly from the trunk of the canopy trees and lianas that connect allers growing directly from the trunk of the canopy trees and lianas that connect all
 of the rainforest layers. To limit our influence on the forest floor, the observatory
 stretches through the treetops giving one the chance to experience the rainforest
 in its totality. Reaching the top of the observatory gives one an opportunity to lie
down on the net covering the canopy and merge with the rest of the rainforest
  The idea behind the centre and the observatory lies in the intimate relationship 
 between humans and nature and in the synthesis between architecture and thebetween humans and nature and in the synthesis between architecture and the
 Amazon through  elements that make independent venture into the surrounding
space possible. The observatory depicts different stages of research, sometimes of-
fering the safety of human creation such as the central education hub and the con-
 structions body and sometimes enabling you to experience different layers of
 forest thanks to the hanging bridges that lead you further into the treetops and
 bring you nearer to the cacophony of sounds emanating from howler monkeys and
different kinds of parrots. At the top of the observatory  there is a stretched out net-different kinds of parrots. At the top of the observatory  there is a stretched out net-
 like construction that enables the visitor to became one with nature and to live in
symbiosis with the ecosystem. The thoughtful mans greatest comfort is to have ex-

plored what can be known and to worship the unfathomable quietly - Goethe


